Traverse rod parts diagram

Traverse curtain rods are making a strong comeback because they are an inexpensive solution
to opening and closing large window treatments. The traditional traverse rod is not a
particularly attractive rod, but new traverse rods are available that are integrated into the back
of decorative rods. The mechanism of pulleys and master carriers in a center-split two-way rod
system has not changed and knowing how to re-cord the rod is a skill that a DIY-er can acquire
with a bit of patience. Measure across the face of the curtain rod. Add the length of the curtains
to this measurement and multiply this amount by two. Add 10 inches for the length of drapery
rod cord required and cut one piece to this measurement. Apply a small dot of glue to each end
of the cord to prevent fraying and make threading easier. Look at the rod as it would be viewed
from the front and identify the overlap and underlap master carrier. The overlap carrier has an
arm that, when in the closed position, extends over the underlap carrier. The curtains overlap at
this center position. Lay the rod on the table, the front side against the table. Locate the two
pulleys on each end of the rod. They are offset slightly, and one is closer to the top of the rod
than the other. The overlap carrier has three visible holes on the bottom arm for attaching the
drapery pins. There are two visible holes on the carrier above the arm which are the track holes.
If you looked through these holes, you would be peering into the curtain track. The drapery
slides move back and forth along the curtain track. In our example, the overlap carrier is on the
left. Feed the cord up the far left side of the top pulley on the left, over the pulley and out into
the track. Feed it under the slides and through the track to the overlap master carrier. Slide the
cord under the carrier a few inches and use a tiny crochet hook U. Tie a double knot in the end
of the cord. Pull the long end of the cord to snug the knot into place at the hole surface.
Retrieve the other end of the cord and feed it between the two pulleys on the left, out into the
track and under the slides. Pass it under the overlap carrier and up through the left hole on the
underlap carrier. Use the tiny crochet hook to pull it through. Feed the cord down through the
remaining hole on the back of the underlap carrier, under all the slides and out the track on the
right end. Pass it between the two right-hand pulleys. Feed the cord up the far right side of the
upper pulley, around the top of that pulley and back into the rod track. Pass the cord under all
the slides and under the underlap carrier. Bring it up through the right hole on the overlap
carrier and secure it with a double knot. Remove the slack from the cords by holding the
carriers in place at the middle of the rod and pulling the long cords on the left until the cord lays
flat inside the track. Adjust the length of the loop of the pull cord by repositioning the knots on
the back of the overlap master carrier. Linda Erlam started writing educational manuals in She
also writes a biweekly newspaper column, "Design Dilemmas," in the "Lakeshore News" and
has been published in "Design and Drapery Pro" magazine. Erlam is a graduate of the Sheffield
School of Interior Design and is a practicing interior decorator and drapery workroom operator.
By Linda Erlam. Related Articles. Drapery cord is available in most home decor fabric and
supply stores. Avoid the temptation to use cotton cord or heavy string. It will wear quickly and
has a tendency to knot more than manufactured-for-the-job drapery cord. Blind Parts NW. Don't
have an account in our store? Feel free to register here. Pickup location for online orders is at :.
Click for Map. Specially knit for less stretch and friction. Polyester casing with a waxed
fiber-glass inner core. Resists effects of ultraviolet light. Comes in White, Gold and Brown. Cord
For Traverse Rod. View Cart. Form Glossary Child safety Returns. Customer Service Privacy
Policies Fax. FAQ's Ordering. Vancouver, WA Click for Map. Blind or Shade repair. For More
Information: w ww. Blind Repair Parts Cord 0. Made with UV resistant plastic. Locks in the
extended position for setting cord. Back to Top. A must have tool if you're doing the repair
yourself. Used to secure knots in strings so that they do not slip through. Our prices for
restringing and repair services are very affordable and will save you from costly replacements!
For More Information: Pickup location for online orders is at : E 29 St. Item Name: 2. Gold
Brown. Good spring tension. Free-hanging Cord Weighted for Vertical Venetian blinds and
drapery rods. Item Name: Used to restring pleated, cellular and RV shades. String lacing tool,
used to re-string pleated, cellular and RV shades. Small plastic washers. Select a category
below that's relative to the part your looking for. Select the relative category or type of Rod you
have from the list below or simply scroll the page. Press the "Ctrl" and "F" key on your keypad
at the same time to open the Find-on-Page box, then enter a partial or complete item name,
number or description. We discount combine shipping. Need help finding a part Contact us. We
carry the full line of both Kirsch and Graber drapery hardware available as well as many hard to
find and discontinued items. In Kirsch discontinued their Studio Coordinates line of colors and
introduced Designer Metals, the hardware remains the same and is interchangeable. We will
continue to carry the remainder of the Studio Coordinates line till sold out. For any parts not
listed All Rights Reserved. We Discount Combined Shipping. To Find a particular item on this
page Cafe' Rod Parts, Components and Mounting Hardware We carry the full line of both Kirsch
and Graber drapery hardware available as well as many hard to find and discontinued items.

Please note the Center Support Brackets do not come with screws as there is not one Universal
Generic type of screw that works with all wall types. You will need to purchase the screws and
anchors whenever applicable appropriate for your specific wall type i. We recommend this for
ALL rods, brackets, and supports sold on our site, even if screws are included from the factory.
What keeps your rod installation secure is how well the brackets and supports are anchored to
your specific wall type, so it is of utmost important to use the appropriate screws and anchors.
Continental Window Fashions is a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program,
an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for sites to earn advertising fees
by advertising and linking to Amazon. Return to Product Image. Important Note: Please note the
Center Support Brackets do not come with screws as there is not one Universal Generic type of
screw that works with all wall types. Product Specifications. Material: Metal. Availability: Graber
Basic Traverse Rods and traverse rod parts ship in business days. Related Products. Our Blog
Receive our insightful design ideas straight to your inbox! This provides the critical support to
minimize rod sagging. Double curtain rods feature two sets of rods to frame the window. The
outer rod is to hang heavy drapes. The inner rod is designed to hold light sheer. Finials are
ornamental pieces added to the ends of curtain rods. Commonly made from wood, metal or
glass, finials add a decorative touch to the window treatment. UV Resistance. Extendable from
48" to ". Super Heavy Duty. Extendable from 48" to " Hidden Baton Draw. Light Duty. Screw
Eyes Screw into board to guide lift cords. Replacement Pendant only. Allows positioning of the
Baton on front of drapery, for exposure. Attaches through the drapery to the master carrier.
Made of clear Lexan. Stainless steel Clip. Will not rust. D Ring Stainless steel Clip. Sorry, out of
stock Rigid for pushing or pulling draperies back and forth. White colors blend with most
linings. Swivel snap allows for operation from any angle. Available in White. Rust Resistance
Used to hang pleated Drapes or Curtains. Attach to Wall or Floor. Includes brackets for
mounting to our traversing rod brackets. One curtain rod per kit. Rod Extendable 48" to 65", and
66" to 83". Sorry, out of stock. Do not order 3. Commonly used to restring: Traverse Rod and
Wood blinds with large teeth cordlock. Color option: White, Dark Brown Polyester casing with a
waxed fiber-glass inner core. Specially knit for less stretch and friction. Resists effects of
ultraviolet light. Tensile Strength: lbs. White track, designed for baton draw system. Baton sold
separately track can be mounted directly to ceiling without using clips or brackets. Saving
money on extra bracket cost. Baton sold separately Must Use with brackets, part Build longer
track with Splice, part Batons sold separately. Meaning: more aesthetic, no tangle mess, no
excess loose cord to jam the headrail carriers No holes in your wall nor floor as mounting is
NOT needed. Custom Finish, High End Quality. Custom Finish. Toggle navigation. Hooks,
Carriers, Pins. This provides the critical support for the heavy fabric and minimize rod sagging.
Make sure you always anchor the brackets on stud. If not install properly, the rod can pull out of
the wall! Designer Rod n Finial Window hardware Curtain Rods put the finishing touch on your
window treatments and create your unique desired look. Bright brass adds a touch of elegance.
Wood tones add warmth. The right window treatments and hardware soften a room, create
dramatic focal points and add texture to a space. Express your personal style! Commercial
Track Sys. DP70 UV Resistance. LEFT stacked. Traverse Rod, Super Heavy Duty. RIGHT
stacked. DRP Light Duty. Ball Bearing Carriers for R-Trac. R Replacement Pendant only.
Complete Roller Carrier, Accordian Snap. Baton Front Connector, Clear Plastic. BA10 Allows
positioning of the Baton on front of drapery, for exposure. Stainless Steel Clip for Baton or
Wand. BA14 Stainless steel Clip. BA35 Sorry, out of stock. Sheer Curtain Rod Kits. TP Attach to
Wall or Floor. End Cap with Ripple Fold Pendant. Most of carrier glides are made of plastic. The
good news is: these carriers can be replaced. We recommend to replace the whole set of
carriers, not just the broken ones. If you traverse cord is broken, restring it is a possibility.
BA35 Sorry, out of stock Rigid for pushing or pulling draperies back and forth. Select a category
below that's relative to the part your looking for. Traverse Rod. We carry the full line of Kirsch
and Graber drapery products available. Do to the vast inventory of rods and hardware available
not every item is posted. If you need help finding something, Contact us , where happy to help.
To Find a particular item on this page Press the "Ctrl" and "F" key on your keypad at the same
time to open the Find-on-Page box, then enter a partial or complete item name, number or
description. We discount combine shipping. For Decorative Rod Hardware and Accessories
click here. For use with Graber front loading rods. See example photo. Graber We discount
combine shipping. Kirsch Replaceable plastic support clip available here. Kirsch Replacement
Sockets available, click here. For use with both inner or outer rod. Kirsch We discount combine
shipping. Use with item DRP We discount combine shipping. Available in 4 color finishes
Compatible with most Kirsch drapery hardware. Both are adjustable and reversible We discount
combine shipping. Master carrier is adjustable and reversible. Return slide is non-adjustable
Kirsch We discount combine shipping. Master carrier and return slide Can be used on one-way

or split draw curved or straight rods. Both slides are adjustable and reversible. Master carrier
and return slide. Can be used on one-way or split draw rod. Slide will need to be riveted on
rivets not included. Out of Stock. Replacement Master carrier and
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return slide Can be used on one-way or split draw rod. Kirsch N We discount combine
shipping. Select rods on Sale More Details. All Rights Reserved. We Discount Combined
Shipping. Replaceable plastic support clip available here. For use with Kirsch single and double
Push-in brackets. Adds 2" extension to End Brackets. Fits single and double rod End Brackets.
For use with Kirsch single and double Drop-in brackets. Superfine, Empire Kirsch We discount
combine shipping. Rod removes easy with screwdriver. Other colors for Decorative Rods here.
Also available in original finish here. For use with 1" tall rods. Fits rod profile shown above.
Complete with instructions. Kirsch B We discount combine shipping. Used with Graber rods
and other brands. Other colors available for Decorative Rods here. Universal design for most
rods. Comes with screw and nut. Elegant fluted design. Made of plastic with led weight. Kirsch
Traverse Rods Rods come complete with slides and mounting hardware. Size - inch.

